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With the popularity of Internet of)ings (IoT) devices, IoT botnets likeMirai have been infecting as many devices as possible such
as IP cameras and home routers. Because of the sheer volume and continual operation of many vulnerabilities (many users do not
pay much attention to IoT update alerts and leave the configurations by default) of IoT devices, the population of an IoT botnet
becomes increasingly tremendous. )e growing population, though making a botnet powerful, results in an increased risk of
exposure. Specifically, once a bot is captured, the command and control (C&C) channel may be cracked and then tracked,
potentially rendering more bots being discovered. To solve this problem, this paper proposes an automated approach to group
management of large-scale IoT bots. )e basic idea of the proposed approach is to establish a reliable and unsuspicious social
network-based C&C channel capable of automatically grouping bots, wherein a group of bots have a unique ID that is against
cross-group tracking. )e Diffie–Hellman key exchange method is leveraged for efficiently generating the unique group ID,
thereby scaling up automatic bot grouping. We refer to the botnet proposed in this paper as a multichannel automatic grouping
botnet (MCG botnet) and conduct verification experiments using social networks and more than 2,000 docker nodes. )e
experimental results show that the MCG botnet has the ability of automatic grouping and antitracking.

1. Introduction

A botnet consisting of a large number of computers is
controlled by the botmaster. )e botmaster can remotely
control bots to initiate DDoS attacks, send spam, collect user
privacy, and conduct other malicious activities [1]. With the
popularity of Internet of )ings (IoT) devices, IoT botnets
like Mirai have been infecting as many devices as possible
such as IP cameras and home routers. Because of the sheer
volume and continual operation of many vulnerabilities
(many users do not pay much attention to IoTupdate alerts
and leave the configurations by default) of IoT devices, the
population of an IoT botnet becomes increasingly tre-
mendous. )e growing population, though making a botnet
powerful, results in an increased risk of exposure.

Although there has been quite a lot of research on the
security of IoT devices [2–4], Mirai and its variant botnets
still pose a huge threat to increasingly more IoT devices [5].

On the other side, when the botmaster faces a large-scale IoT
botnet, how to effectively manage the group is a big chal-
lenge. Specifically, once a bot is captured, the command and
control (C&C) channel may be cracked and then tracked,
potentially rendering more bots being discovered. )e
disclosure of the bot program will lead to the cracking of key
information such as communication patterns.

When designing a botnet, how the botmaster commu-
nicates to its bots is a problem of top priority [6]. Centralized
communication is the simplest and most common method.
)e salient feature of this type of communication is that it
has a command and control (C&C) server. )e botmaster
and its bots communicate through the server using protocols
like IRC and HTTP. Centralized communication has the
advantages of low delay, scalability, and large communi-
cation capacity. However, its disadvantages are also obvious.
Once the C&C server is shut down or taken over, the entire
botnet will most likely be destroyed. To alleviate this
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problem, the DGA algorithm is applied to the design of
botnets. )rough such an algorithm, the botmaster and bots
can generate the same domain names hosting C&C servers.

However, if one obtains the bot program, it is feasible to
reverse-engineer the DGA algorithm. )erefore, the DGA-
based botnet could be blocked by predicting and registering
domain names in advance. Moreover, the use of the DGA
algorithm will cause bots to generate a large number of DNS
(failure) queries, which is a distinguishable detection feature.
With the aid of machine learning, defenders can easily
identify this type of botnet through traffic characteristics [7].

To improve the stealthiness and survivability of botnet
communication, more and more botnets use P2P to com-
municate. Compared with centralized botnets, P2P botnets
effectively avoid the problem of single point of failure.
However, P2P botnets are not absolutely reliable. Firstly, if a
P2P botnet uses a proprietary P2P communication protocol,
it is easy to be detected and shut down. At the same time,
Sybil attacks and index poisoning will also affect the reli-
ability of P2P botnets. In addition, the delay of the P2P
network leads the bot to be not able to receive the commands
from the botmaster in time.

To implement real-time, stealthy, and robust botnet
communication, the new generation of botnets began to
gradually use social networks and other public services as
their C&C channels, such as Twitter, Facebook, and Cloud
storage. However, no matter what communication channels
are used, once the botnet is captured and reverse-engi-
neered, the botnet faces two problems.

P1. How to ensure the survivability of botnets.
P2. How to manage the large number of bots without
being tracked.

To solve these problems, this paper proposes an auto-
mated approach to group management of large-scale IoT
bots.)e basic idea of the proposed approach is to establish a
reliable and unsuspicious social network-based C&C
channel capable of automatically grouping bots, wherein a
group of bots have a unique ID that is against cross-group
tracking. )e Diffie–Hellman key exchange method is lev-
eraged for efficiently generating such a unique group ID,
thereby scaling up automatic bot grouping.

)e main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(i) We establish a reliable C&C channel through social

networks for our MCG botnet. To verify the
timeliness and reliability of our established C&C
channel, we deploy a real-world testbed consisting
of Twitter and GitHub.

(ii) We dissect the C&C channel in consideration of its
fine-grained functionalities, namely, control chan-
nel, command channel, return channel, and regis-
tration channel. We analyze the functions and
characteristics of these four channels in detail in
comparison to the characteristics of existing social
networks and public network services.

(iii) We leverage the Diffie–Hellman key exchange
method for automatic bot grouping of the MCG
botnet. To evaluate the grouping performance, we

use more than 2,000 docker nodes to conduct ex-
periments. )e results show that as the number of
bots increases, the bots could be effectively grouped
in real time without the botmaster’s intervention,
enabling the botmaster to control each group in an
isolated fashion with built-in antitracking
capability.

)e structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 dis-
cusses related work. Section 3 elaborates the design and
workflow of the MCG botnet. Section 4 conducts perfor-
mance evaluation. Section 5 discusses countermeasures
against the MCG botnet. We finally conclude the paper in
Section 6.

2. Related Work

Botnets have been a hot research area. With the wide ap-
plication of machine learning-based detection techniques,
traditional centralized botnets (e.g., based on IRC andHTTP
protocols) and P2P botnets could be detected under certain
conditions [8–12].

To evade detection, more sophisticated C&C structures
like hybrid P2P and more dynamic C&C resource man-
agement like URL Flux are used for improving botnet
survivability [13]. Meanwhile, increasingly more botnets
adopt social networks, such as Twitter, as C&C channels
[14]. For example, Pantic et al. designed a botnet that ex-
ploits Twitter accounts as C&C channels, wherein the ac-
count names are automatically generated based on Markov
chains. )e botnet is of strong stealthiness due to its social
network-based and automatically generated channels [15].
Yin et al. proposed a social network-based botnet with
antidisruption capability [16]. )e proposed botnet intro-
duces a divide-and-conquer and automatic reconstruction
mechanism to improve survivability. In addition to directly
leveraging social networks as C&C channels, botmasters are
incorporating steganography techniques, such as image
steganography and Unicode steganography [17, 18], to
further improve the stealthiness of botnets. Besides social
networks, many Internet services are also used by botnets.
For example, Google’s C2DM service provides C&C
channels for mobile botnets [19]; SLBot is a serverless botnet
based on Service Flux [20]; the URL shortening services are
used to evade network-level detection and blacklisting [21].

Social network-based botnets have been paid much at-
tention to in the literature. Chew et al. proposed a social
network-based hybrid botnet (RSHB) [22]. When RSHB
uses social networks for communication, it also adds a
reputation mechanism and a resurrection mechanism,
which further improves the robustness of the botnet. In
addition to social networks, blockchain has also become a
focus for botnet designers. )e op_return field of Bitcoin
provides a certain storage space, which can transmit in-
formation simply and efficiently [23]. )e ECDSA algorithm
used by Bitcoin has also been used to build subliminal
channels and has been proven feasible [24]. To improve the
efficiency of ciphertext transmission and reduce the number
of interactions, Luo et al. proposed a covert communication
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method based on Bitcoin transactions [25]. )e method of
communication using Bitcoin inevitably comes at the cost of
transaction fees. To address this limitation, the Whisper
protocol used in Ethereum allows botmasters to control bots
at almost zero cost [26].

Existing studies provide covert communication between
the botmaster and the bot. However, they do not take into
account the situation that a bot using their covert com-
munication is hacked or captured by the honeynet. )e
proposed MCG botnet focuses on how to effectively and
automatically group large-scale botnets so to improve the
antitracking capability. )at is, capturing and containing
some bots do not threaten the stealthiness of other bots and
the survivability of the entire botnet.

3. Design

In this section, we will detail the MCG botnet architecture
and its workflow.

We refer to the proposed botnet as a multichannel
automatic grouping botnet (MCG botnet).)emultichannel
property means that the C&C channels are categorized into
different types according to their functionalities in terms of
botnet communication. Different types of channels are
separate yet cooperative, beneficial to the robustness of the
botnet. )e MCG botnet has four types of channels, namely,
registration, command, control, and return channels. )e
registration channel is used to collect the information of
newly infected bots. Having a number of registered bots, the
botmaster stores the command in the command channel,
and then a bot could find the address of the command
channel in the control channel so as to retrieve the com-
mand. After executing the retrieved command, the bot
transmits the results to the botmaster through the return
channel.)e automatic grouping property enables bot group
management hierarchically. )at is, the parent group is in
charge of the management of the child group. )e taking
down of one group does not affect its parent or child group
(if the child group has already been generated).

3.1. Architecture. Designing a botnet architecture needs to
consider the communication requirements of different
parties like the botmaster, the bot, and the C&C channels.
However, the communication requirements of different
parties may differ in various scenarios. For example, when
launching DDoS attacks, the botmaster propagates com-
mands to its bots in a timely manner due to the need of all
bots simultaneously participating in the attack. In contrast,
when bots transmit information like user privacy, the
timeliness is not a top priority. According to the commu-
nication requirements of the MCG botnet (see Table 1), the
MCG botnet is architected, comprising four channels,
namely, command channel, control channel, return channel,
and registration channel.

3.1.1. Command Channel and Control Channel.
Command and control (C&C) channel is a general term
involving almost all aspects concerning how a botmaster

controls his/her bots (e.g., transmitting commands, sending
botnet configuration information). Existing studies do not
consider command and control channels separately. Since
the command channel and the control channel have distinct
communication requirements, we design the two channels
separately to fulfill their distinct communication
requirements.

Command Channel. We use the command channel to
store the commands released by the botmaster. When
selecting a command channel, one should focus on the
storage capacity as well as security.
Control Channel. We use the control channel to store
the address of command channel. )e bots obtain the
address of the command channel through the control
channel and finally obtain the commands stored by the
botmaster in the command channel. Control channel
should be considered from a reliability perspective.

)e whole process is shown in Figure 1, which is divided
into four stages.

Phase I (1–3): )e botmaster stores ciphertext and
signature in command channel.
Phase II (4): Convert the address of the command
channel into a short URL and publish it to the control
channel.
Phase III (5): )e bots regularly obtain the short URL
from the control channel.
Phase IV (6–8): )e bots find the command channel
through the short URL to extract information.

In Phase II, we are facing an issue with synchronizing the
control channel address between the botmaster and its bots.
Based on the previous experience of designing botnets [6], a
botmaster generally uses DGA algorithm or similar algo-
rithms, which brings new problems while completing syn-
chronization. If the bot program is obtained by defenders,
the seeds used will be obtained. It is fatal to botnets because
defenders can predict subsequent addresses in the same way
and block addresses that may be C&C channels in advance.

)e fundamental problem is that no matter how the
botmaster generates new addresses, they will be considered
malicious. )erefore, this paper adopts social network as
the C&C channel to avoid this problem. )e botmaster and
its bots have agreed on the designated social network user
in advance. )e botmaster will convert the address of the
command channel into a short URL and send it to the
comments section of the designated user’s blog post. )e
bots only need to periodically read the comments section of
the designated social network user to obtain the command
channel address. )en the bots obtain the commands
stored in advance by the botmaster from the command
channel. Neither social network administrators nor de-
fenders can block a normal user with just a malicious
comment. )erefore, the MCG botnet does not need to
consider the synchronization between botmaster and bot.
For the MCG botnet, it is necessary to find a social network
that can retain malicious comments from users for a long
time as a control channel.
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3.1.2. Return Channel. Return channel is used by bots to
transmit information to the botmaster. When the botmaster
uses its bots to steal user privacy, the bots need to send
information to the botmaster frequently, and the amount of
information may be relatively large. )erefore, the return
channel should be easy to register and use. As the receiver,
the botmaster should focus on the issue of anonymity to
avoid being traced by defenders.

3.1.3. Registration Channel. )e bot that infects normal
devices is called the parent bot, and the new infected bot is
called the child bot. In the MCG botnet, the child bot needs
to rely on the parent bot to complete the registration so as to
formally join the botnet. )e botmaster obtains the scale of
the entire botnet through the registration channel.

In recent years, defenders have generally adopted
technologies such as honeypots and honeynets to monitor,
detect, and analyze the entire botnet. )erefore, the regis-
tration channel should ensure real time and reliability and
avoid the leakage of some key information as much as
possible. )is is important for grouping of botnets.

So far, we detailed the four channels of the MCG botnet.
As shown in Table 1, we summarize the four channels from
the aspects of timeliness, security, anonymity, reliability, and
large capacity requirements (Y: there is a clear demand for this
indicator; —: there is no clear demand for this indicator).

3.2. Bot Grouping. )e ever-expanding botnet also brings
two new problems to the botmaster:

P1. How the botmaster can control part of the botnet
more accurately when the botnet scale is large.

P2. Once a bot is captured, the information such as the
C&C channel used by the botnet will be leaked, po-
tentially making the entire botnet taken down/over.

To address the above problems, we propose the following
techniques:

(1) Bot grouping: Child bots will be divided into new
groups by parent bots without intervention by the
botmaster. )e botmaster can also adjust the scale of
each group of bots in real time according to the size
of the botnet.

(2) Botnet group management: To avoid the harm
caused by the bot being captured, this paper gen-
erates exclusive configuration information for each
group of the MCG botnet. Once a group of bots are
mixed with honeypots, the configuration informa-
tion leakage will not affect other groups.

)e Diffie–Hellman key exchange method is applied
for automatic bot grouping, as is shown in Figure 2. First,
the botmaster and its bots generate random numbers a

and b, respectively. P and G are two prime numbers
shared between the botmaster and its bots. )ey are used
to generate A and B. Finally, the botmaster and each bot
exchange A and B to generate K, the group ID of the bot.
Bots in the same group generate the same random
number b.

If any one of a, b, P, and G changes, the shared key K will
change accordingly. In the MCG botnet, as long as different
groups use different random numbers b, the botmaster and
its bots can obtain different K.

It has been explained in Section 3.1 that the child bots
can only rely on the parent bots to register. )e parent bots
will generate exclusive configuration information for the
child bots, including encryption and decryption keys and
random number b. Subsequently, the parent bots send this
information to the botmaster to complete the registration
of the child bots. Parent bots and child bots belong to
different groups. Parent bots update the random number b

regularly to achieve the effect of automatic grouping. )e
botmaster can also actively request the parent bots to
generate a new random number b for the child bots
according to the scale of the botnet to complete the scale
control of different groups.

Regardless of whether the botmaster intervenes, the
random number b is only generated by the parent bots. )en
it is sent to botmaster to avoid security risks caused by
synchronization. Assuming that a child bot is a honeypot
since the bots of different groups use different encryption and
decryption keys, defenders can only crack the communication
content between the bots of the current group and the

Table 1: Channel features.

Channel Timeliness Security Anonymity Reliability Capacity
Control Y — — Y —
Command — — — — Y
Return — — Y Y Y
Registration — Y — — —

Botmaster

Command Ciphertext&
signature

1 2

3
4

5

Ciphertext&si
gnatureCommand

Bot

78

Social 
Network

Control Channel
(Legitimate user)

Command Channel
(Malicious user)

6

Figure 1: Command and control channel design.
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botmaster through this honeypot. For a large-scale botnet, the
impact is very limited. A large-scale botnet refers to a botnet
that consists of a large number of bots, and the bots usually are
geographically dispersed in various networks.

3.3. Workflow. When the MCG botnet is initialized, the
botmaster will first generate two prime numbers P and G,
random number a, and public key A required by the Dif-
fie–Hellman key exchange method. )en the botmaster
generates the private key PrivK for signing the ciphertext
and the corresponding public key Pubk. To reduce the harm
caused by key leakage, each group uses a different key for
encryption and decryption. Both symmetric and asymmetric
encryption algorithms could be used, for example, AES
algorithms and RSA algorithms. When the amount of
transmitted information is small, asymmetric encryption
algorithms could be used. Otherwise, symmetric encryption
algorithms could be used.

P, G, A, and Pubk are hardcoded into the bot program.
Pubk is used to verify the botmaster’s signature. It is different
from the RSA key used for encryption and decryption in the
bot group. When the MCG botnet is first deployed, the
botmaster generates different random numbers b and RSA
keys for them according to different groups.)e same group
of bots uses the same random number and key. )e working
flow chart of the MCG botnet is shown in Figure 3.

(1) )e botmaster uses the RSA public key corre-
sponding to the bot group to encrypt the informa-
tion.)en PriK is used to sign and store to command
channel.

(2) )e botmaster converts the address of the command
channel into a short URL and sends it to the control
channel, which is the comments section of the
designated social network user.

(3) )e bots regularly querie the control channel to
obtain the address of the command channel.

(4) )e bots find the command channel according to the
address obtained in the previous step and obtain the
information transmitted by the botmaster.

(5) )e execution result is transmitted to the botmaster
through the return channel.

(6) After a bot (parent bot) infects a new bot (child bot),
it copies its own program to the new bot and passes it
to the random number b and RSA key (not the
random number b and RSA key used by the current
bot group).

(7) After step (6), the parent bot will complete the
registration of the child bot through the registration
channel.

Different bots may originate from different groups.
Consequently, when communicating with a bot group, the
botmaster should use the public key of the corresponding
bot group to encrypt the commands.

For example, Group-A, Group-B, and Group-C are three
bot groups that use different public/private key pairs. When
the botmaster commands bots in Group-A to perform tasks,
it encrypts commands using Group-A’s public key. )e
botmaster sends the encrypted commands to bots in Group-
A through C&C channels (e.g., the channel proposed in Sec.
3.1.1). Bots in Group-A, Group-B, and Group-C will receive
the encrypted commands, but only bots in Group-A can
decrypt them. After bots in Group-A execute the commands,
the execution result is transmitted to the botmaster through
the return channel.

)e group size during automatic grouping of our
proposed MCG botnet can be accomplished in a predefined
manner. Consider that bots in Group-A infect new bots to
constitute Group-B. Given the size of Group-A Sa, the
botmaster just needs to define the maximum number of
bots that each bot in Group-A could infect (e.g., n) to
control the upper bound of the size of Group-B (i.e., San).
We control the upper bound because in most cases a large
group size would lead to the taking down of many bots.
However, since bots in Group-A may infect overlapping
sets of bots, the actual size of Group-B may be much
smaller than the upper bound. In such a case, the botmaster
could assign a larger value to n to further increase the upper
bound. Note that if one keeps n constantly exceeding 1, the
child group size may grow larger than the parent group
size. To stop the group size growing unlimitedly, the
botmaster normally needs to make n decrease from gen-
eration to generation.

Consider that a bot in Group-A infects a set of new bots.
Such a set of new bots, along with those infected by all the
remaining bots in Group-A, constitute a new group named
Group-B. Group A is the parent group, while Group-B is its
child.

When the bots in Group-A infect a new bot, they
generate a grouping random number, which is the same
across all the bots in Group-A due to the same seeding
mechanism, as well as a symmetric key (or a private/public
key pair), for Group-B. )e grouping random number and
the key will be sent to all the bots in Group-B directly, and to
the botmaster through the registration server, by bots in
Group-A. )e random number is used to generate the ID of
Group-B, and the key is for encrypting the communication
message between the botmaster and the bots in Group-B.

P,G

a

A=G^a mod P

K=B^a mod P

b

B=G^b mod P

K=A^b mod P
A

B

Botmaster Bot

Figure 2: Group ID generation.
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)e exposure of the key would affect the confidentiality
of the communication between the botmaster and the bots in
Group-B. However, the affection is limited because the
communication between the botmaster and the bots in other
groups remains confidential.

4. Experiment

To evaluate the MCG botnet, we first selected and verified
the four channels and finally conducted a simulation ex-
periment on the botnet automatic grouping.

4.1. Channel Selection. In Section 3.1, we have described the
functions and requirements of the four channels in detail. As
shown in Table 2, to select the appropriate channel, we
investigated popular social networks and e-mail services. In
Table 2, the “Register” column represents whether using the
service is conditioned on registration. )e “High Capacity”
means whether uploading programs, pictures, and other
large-sized objects is allowed.

)e control channel uses the comments section of le-
gitimate users in the social network to transmit the address
of the command channel.)e two following issues should be
considered: (1) )e social network allows the botmaster to
comment freely in the comments section of other people’s
accounts. (2) Social networks do not strictly control
comments.

)e bots obtain the address of the command channel
from the control channel and obtain the commands and so
forth. )erefore, the command channel should have a larger
capacity. As shown in Figure 4, we use GitHub as the
command channel and Twitter as the control channel.

Among all channels, the command channel and the
control channel are crucial to the robustness of the MCG
botnet. To verify the robustness, we measure the survival
times of the command channel over GitHub and the control
channel over Twitter.

As Figure 5 shows, we register one GitHub account to
store the ciphertext of the command “DDoS www.test.com”
along with the signature of the bomaster and one Twitter
account to post the address of the command at the com-
ments sections of those Twitter accounts that our registered
account follows.)e address of the command is a short URL
(compressed by TinyURL [27]) locating “DDoS https://
www.test.com” at GitHub. Note that there are 20 Twitter
accounts that our registered account follows, and these
followed accounts are all news accounts due to their long
time stability that is beneficial to short URL propagation.We
post one short URL at the comments section of each of the 20
news Twitter accounts and measure the survival times of the
20 posted short URLs (i.e., 20 control channels). Also, we
measure the survival time of the control channel, the time
that the posted short URLs are accessible. Figure 5 shows the
results. We see that all the 20 control channels and one
command channel survive for the entire 72 hours, indicating
the robustness of the MCG botnet.

As shown in Table 3, we checked the command channel
and the control channel every 24 hours and found that the
survival rate was 100%, and comments on Twitter can be
accessed immediately. )is experiment demonstrates the
real time and robustness of using the Twitter user comments
section as the control channel and GitHub as the command
channel.

)e return channel is used by the bots to actively send
information to the botmaster so the botmaster should be
more careful to avoid leaking too much personal infor-
mation. )e botmaster can use e-mail as the receiver and
configure different sending mailboxes for different bot
groups through the command channel. )e registration
channel is used for the registration of new bots, and the
communication volume is small. Due to the needs of botnet
grouping, it is necessary to ensure high security and real-
time performance. )ird-party services are usually difficult
to achieve.)erefore, we use a private server as a registration
channel.

Botmaster
Bot

Alice

Bob

Dave

Jack
Rose

2.Address release 3.Get address

Return ChannelRegistration Channel New Bot

5.Return information

7.Registration message

Social Network

Control Channel
(Legitimate user)

Command Channel
(Malicious user)

1.Information storage 4.Get i
nform

atio
n 6.Infect

Figure 3: )e overall workflow of the MCG botnet.
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We have proven the robustness of the command channel
and the control channel. Even if the return channel and
registration channel are blocked, the botmaster can still
contact its bots by changing the e-mail and server address
through the command channel and the control channel.

4.2.AutomaticGrouping. To verify the grouping effect of the
MCG botnet, this paper uses 2020 docker nodes to simulate
IoT devices to carry out simulation experiments. Using six

high-performance services, the CPUs are all Intel(R)
Xeon(R) Gold 6248R CPU@ 3.00GHz, and the RAMs are all
DDR4, 503G. )e operating systems are Ubuntu20.04,
Ubuntu18.04, and Ubuntu16.04.

During initialization, 5 of the docker nodes are initial-
ized as bots, which are 5 groups, respectively. As to the C&C
method in the docker node experiment in Section 4.2, our
major goal is to verify the automatic bot grouping capability,
which is independent of the specific C&C method. )ere-
fore, in the docker node experiment, we use neither the

Twitter

Github
Botmaster Bot

2. Upload command 
channel address

1. Upload information

3. Get command 
channel address

4. Get information

Figure 4: Real-world control channel and command channel testbed.

Table 2: Network service properties.

Type Name Register High Capacity

Social network

Twitter Y N
Facebook Y N
Instagram Y N
Weibo Y N
GitHub Y Y

E-mail service
Gmail Y Y
Outlook Y Y
YOPmail N N

Cloud storage
OneDrive Y Y
Dropbox Y Y
Pan.baidu Y Y

Figure 5: )e GitHub account to store the ciphertext of the command and the Twitter accounts where we post the address of the command
(i.e., short URL).

Table 3: Survival times versus the number of command and control channels.

Survival time (hours) 24 48 72
Number of command channels 1 1 1
Number of control channels 20 20 20

Security and Communication Networks 7



proposed C&Cmethod nor any other methods. As shown in
Figure 6(a), the number of registrations of bots increases
exponentially. Due to the limited number of docker nodes,
the number of bots will gradually stabilize. )erefore, the
number of registrations of bots and the number of groups
show an overall S-shape. As shown in Table 4, it can be seen
that, with the continuous increase of bots, the number of bot
groups has also increased sharply.

In the initial stage (period: 0–3), due to the small number
of bots, the speed of new bots joining the botnet is slower and
the number of bot groups is small. With the increase in the
number of bots, it will soon enter the explosive stage (period:
3–8), and bots show an exponential growth trend. At this
stage, due to the large increase in bots, the number of groups
also shows an exponential growth trend. However, at this
time, most bot groups contain fewer bots. As shown in
Table 4, there are a total of 136 groups with bots greater than
or equal to 5, as well as a total of 1067 bots, which is more
than half of the total bots.

As shown in Figure 6(b), it can be seen from the sim-
ulation experiment that the MCG botnet has better auto-
matic grouping ability. Even if devices such as honeypots
join the botnet, a honeypot can only affect one group at most
and will not interfere with the normal operation of the entire
botnet. )is simulation experiment shows that the MCG
botnet greatly improves survivability through automatic
grouping.

5. Countermeasures

Compared with other botnets, the MCG botnet’s main
features are as follows: Automatic grouping botnet is to
reduce the harm caused by bot program leakage. )e
communication between the botmaster and its bots is dis-
assembled according to function, and the social network is
used as the control channel. A reliable C&C channel is built
as the basis for botnet communication.

)erefore, the focus of detecting theMCG botnet should be
to strengthen themonitoring and censorship of social networks.
Identity authentication is also an effective approach when using
public services. If social network platforms and users can
strengthen the review of the comments section, especially some
comments that are not relevant to blog posts, it will pose a
greater threat to such botnets. In addition, public services that
are free to use and registration-free should use verification codes
and other methods to verify the user’s identity.

When we use news accounts as control channels, the bot
needs to access them regularly to get the address of the
command channel.)is can lead to a rise in page views of these
news accounts, attracting the attention of defenders. If a bot is
captured (e.g., by honeynet), the social network accounts used
by theMCG botnet will be exposed. Defenders can report these
accounts to interrupt the operation of the MCG botnet.
However, there are many Twitter accounts and a huge number
of many other social network accounts that the botmaster can
choose as control channels. More importantly, a parent group
is able to dynamically define the social network account that the
bots in its child group should use, making the control channels
of different bot groups completely isolated. In other words,
defenders may interrupt the operation of certain groups, but
the remaining groups would be still working.

)e MCG botnet has group management and anti-
tracking capabilities. However, like most botnets, when the
MCG botnet performs malicious actions such as DDoS
attacks, a large number of bots will generate very similar
traffic behaviors. )is is very critical to combat botnets.
Defenders can collect enough traffic information. )en they
can analyze key information such as botnet communication
methods, network topology, botnet size, and types of in-
fected devices through machine learning and data mining.
Further, they cooperate with relevant social network service
providers or equipment manufacturers to propose targeted
measures against such botnets.

6. Conclusion

)is paper proposed a multichannel self-grouping social
botnet calledMCG botnet. According to the communication
requirements of the MCG botnet, the MCG botnet is

Table 4: Statistics of bot grouping.

Number of bots in a single group ≥15 ≥10 ≥5 ≥1 Total
Number of groups 5 24 107 506 642
Number of bots 92 272 703 953 2020
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Figure 6: Automatically grouping experiments. (a) Changes in the number of bots. (b) Changes in the number of bot groups.
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architected comprising four channels, namely, command
channel, control channel, return channel, and registration
channel. A botnet grouping strategy is designed based on the
Diffie–Hellman key exchange method. It greatly enhanced
the MCG botnet’s survivability, since containing one group
does not affect the survivability of all the remaining groups.
We perform experiments on Twitter and GitHub to verify
the robustness of the C&C channel in a real environment.
We also set up a simulation environment containing 2020
docker nodes to test the grouping ability of the botnet. It has
propounded implications on personalized group control and
antitracking of large-scale IoT botnets.
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